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Abstract

Various authors have experimentally examined 

the validity of geometrical loop models and an-

alysed the structural parameters of the knit-

ted structure and loop modules. Similar to the 

authors of geometrical loop models, some re-

searchers have described and/or mathematical-

ly de�ned the open, normal (ideal) and com-

pact knitted structure. �ey mainly examined 

knitted fabrics made from conventional yarns 

without the elastane core. �e review of the 

knitted structure parameters is given and the 

state of research of the single structure porosity/

compactness is analysed.

Keywords: knitting, knitted structure, loop 

modules, Munden constants, cover factor
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1 Introduction

Various authors [1–22] have experimental-

ly examined the validity of geometrical loop 

models and analysed the structural parame-

ters of the knitted structure and loop modules. 

�e examination of knitted fabrics made from 

yarns of di!erent material composition knit-

ted under di!erent process conditions and re-
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laxed with di!erent methods resulted in a wide 

range of values of individual structural param-

eters and loop modules. Similar to the authors 

of geometrical loop models, some researchers 

have described and/or mathematically de�ned 

an open, normal (ideal) and compact knitted 

structure. �ey mainly examined knitted fab-

rics made from conventional yarns without the 

elastane core. 

2 Knitted fabric parameters

Knitted fabric parameters describe the knit-

ted structure on the basis of geometrical loop 

models. A comparison of the calculated values 

of investigated fabric parameters and theoret-

ical values of ideal knitted fabrics enables the 

compactness/porosity evaluation of the knitted 

structure. �e calculated values of parameters 

also enable the evaluation of anticipated per-

formance properties of knitted fabrics.

�e density coe&cient is de�ned by the ratio 

of the horizontal and the vertical density of the 

knitted fabric [23]. We have (Equation 1), where 

are: C – density coe&cient of knitted fabric, Dh – 

horizontal density of knitted fabric (cm–1), Dv – 

vertical density of knitted fabric (cm–1), A – loop 

width (mm), B – loop height (mm).

Munden [5] de�ned the loop shape factor K4 = 

Dv / Dh. K4 is inversely proportional to the den-

sity coe&cient C de�ned by Dalidovič [23], 

therefore K4 = 1 / C. 

�e density coe&cient, paradoxically, does not 

directly describe the porosity/compactness of 

the knitted structure. It only de�nes the ratio 

between the loop width and loop height, or the 

ratio between the horizontal and vertical densi-

ty of the knitted structure. A lower density coef-

�cient along with the equal horizontal density 

indicates a more compact knitted structure in 

the vertical direction. With the increased coul-

iering depth and the unchanged loop width, the 

loop length increases while simultaneously, the 

vertical density of the knitted structure decreas-

es. �e loop shape and the ratio between the 

loop width and the loop height (the density co-

e&cient) change.   

�e density coe&cient of basic single knitted 

fabrics is usually C = 0.7–0.9, depending on 

the fabric structure. According to Dalidovič, the 
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theoretical density coe&cient of the ideal basic 

single knitted structure is C = 0.865 [23].

�e cover factor of the we? single knitted struc-

ture was de�ned by Munden [24] as a function 

of the loop length and yarn count. As the use 

of tex units was enacted, the cover factor has 

been the function of the yarn linear density and 

loop length. It holds (Equation 2), where are: K 

– knitted fabric cover factor (tex1/2mm–1), Tt – 

yarn linear density (tex), ℓ – loop length (mm).

�e recommended cover factor of the basic sin-

gle knitted fabrics is K = 1.4 ±10% (tex1/2mm–1) 

[18]. A higher cover factor describes a more 

compact knitted structure. 

�e width interlacing factor describes the ratio 

between the length of the interlaced yarn with-

in the course and course length, or the ratio be-

tween the loop length and loop width [25, 26, 

27, 17]. It holds (Equation 3), where are: vs – 

width interlacing factor, L – length of the inter-

laced yarn within a course (mm), n – number 

of the wales (loops) within a course, ℓ – loop 

length (mm), A – loop width (mm).

�e length interlacing factor describes the ra-

tio between the loop length and the loop height 

[27]. It holds (Equation 4), where are: vd – 

length interlacing factor, ℓ – loop length (mm), 

B – loop height (mm).

�e width loop module is the ratio between 

the loop width and yarn thickness. It shows to 

which extent the loop is �lled with yarn in the 

width direction, i.e. the widthwise compactness 

of the loop [25]. �e width loop module is an 

inverse value of the width αK, de�ned by Kor-

linski [27].  

We have (Equation 5), where are: α – width 

loop module, A – loop width (mm), dpr – yarn 

thickness (mm).

�e height loop module is the ratio between 

the loop height and yarn thickness. It shows to 

which extent the loop is �lled with yarn in the 

height direction, i.e. the lengthwise compactness 

of the loop [25]. It holds (Equation 6), where 

are: β – height loop module, B – loop height 

(mm), dpr – yarn thickness (mm).

�e linear loop module is the ratio between the 

loop length and yarn thickness [23, 28]. We 

have (Equation 7), where are: δ – linear loop 

module, ℓ – loop length (mm), dpr – yarn thick-

ness (mm).
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A higher value of the linear loop module de-

scribes a more open structure, while a lower 

value describes a more compact structure. �e 

loop modules of knitted structures designed for 

di!erent end-uses di!er and their values are δ 

= 18–50 [25, 17]. 

Before and a?er the cover factor K = Tt
1/2 / ℓ 

was de�ned by Munden [24], the ratio between 

the loop length and yarn thickness, i.e. the line-

ar loop module, was called cover factor by some 

authors [8, 29–33]. Grosberg [34] described the 

compactness of the knitted structure with the 

parameter dpr / ℓ, i.e. with the inverse value of 

the linear loop module δ. �e parameter dpr / ℓ 

was denoted the nominal cover factor. Both pa-

rameters, the linear loop module δ and the gen-

uine cover factor K, describe the compactness/

openness of the knitted structure. �e genuine 

cover factor K also takes into consideration the 

material composition of the yarn, while the lin-

ear loop module δ does not.

�e area loop module is de�ned by the ratio be-

tween the loop area and the area of yarn form-

ing the loop [23]. It describes the �lling of the 

loop area with yarn. A higher value of the area 

loop module describes a more open structure. 

It holds (Equation 8), where are: δp – area loop 

module, A – loop width (mm), B – loop height 

(mm), ℓ – loop length (mm), dpr – yarn thick-

ness (mm).

�e volume loop module is the ratio between 

the loop volume and the volume of yarn form-

ing the knitted loop within the fabric [23]. It de-

scribes the voluminosity of the knitted struc-

ture. A higher value of the volume loop module 

indicates a more open knitted structure. We 

have (Equation 9), where are: δv – volume loop 

module, A – loop width (mm), B – loop height 

(mm), dpl – knitted fabric thickness (mm), ℓ – 

loop length (mm), dpr – yarn thickness (mm).

�e Munden constants [5] de�ne the interde-

pendence of individual basic knitted fabric pa-

rameters and knitted loop parameters. �ey de-

scribe the ratio between the knitted structure 

density (uniaxial, area) and the loop length. 

�e Munden constants are de�ned as (Equa-

tions 10–14), where are: D – knitted fabric area 

density, Dv – knitted fabric vertical density, Dh 

– knitted fabric horizontal density, ℓ – loop 

length, and K1 , K2 , K3 , K4 – Munden constants.
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3 State of research

Tompkins [1] was one of the �rst researchers 

who mathematically de�ned the interdepend-

ence of the knitted fabric parameters and loop 

parameters. �e Tompkins’s law de�nes that 

with the noted loop length, the product of the 

vertical and horizontal density of the knitted 

fabric is a constant, therefore if ℓ = const., D = 

Dv · Dh = const. �e thickness of the basic single 

we? knitted fabric equals the double yarn thick-

ness, i.e. dpl = 2dpr.

Doyle [2] de�ned the open and the compact 

knitted structure descriptively and graphical-

ly, yet not mathematically. On the basis of ex-

tensive experimental work, he established that 

the area density of the dry relaxed knitted fab-

ric is exclusively a function of the loop length, 

and that it depends neither on the yarn type 

and yarn structure nor on the knitting process. 

It holds: D = 19.3 / ℓ2. 

�at means that even before Munden [5], Doyle 

de�ned the value of the constant K1 = 19.3 valid 

for the real knitted fabrics, which are mainly of 

normal or approximately normal structure.

On the basis of the loop geometrical propor-

tions derived from Tompkins’s law [1] and 

Peirce’s loop model [4], Shinn [3] de�ned the 

linear loop module equal to Peirce’s: δ = 16.66. 

�e ratio between the vertical and horizon-

tal density of the knitted fabric which was lat-

er de�ned as the loop shape factor by Munden 

[5] was found K4 = 1.15. With his experimental 

work, Shinn established a good correlation be-

tween the practically measured and theoretical-

ly de�ned loop shape factor K4. Shinn’s research 

was based on Peirce’s planar loop model [4]; the 

lengthwise and widthwise joints of the needle 

and sinker arcs indicated that only the normal 

knitted structure was anticipated. Simultane-

ously, the value of the constant K4 = 1.15 signi-

�es the value of the density coe&cient C = 0.87 

(K4 = 1 / C), which corresponds to the value of 

C, de�ned for the normal knitted structure by 

Dalidovič [6]. 

Nutting [7] determined the structural param-

eters of knitted fabrics in the process of relax-

ation based on Doyle’s [2] and Munden’s [5] 

conclusions. He analysed woollen single we? 

structures with di!erent knitted fabric densities, 
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i.e. fabrics made from various yarns with dif-

ferent linear densities. �e investigated knitted 

fabrics were dry and wet relaxed with various 

processes. He established that the Munden con-

stant K1 for the investigated wet relaxed knitted 

fabrics with a compact to open structure cor-

responds perfectly to the value, de�ned for the 

wet relaxed woollen knitted structure by Mun-

den [5], K1 = 21.6. K1 for the knitted fabrics 

which were wet relaxed and additionally heat-

treated in water or steam was K1 = 22.5–24.4 

for all structures, from compact to open.

Fletcher and Roberts [8] measured a?er �ve cy-

cles of laundering the structural parameters of 

greige and a?er-treated woollen knitted fabrics 

made from yarns of di!erent linear density and 

di!erent loop length. For the investigated knit-

ted fabrics, the linear loop module δ = ℓ / dpr 

(calculated from the given results of dpr / ℓ) was 

found in the range δ = 9.64–22.32, depending 

on the yarn linear density and loop length. �e 

cover factor K = Tt
1/2 / ℓ calculated from the giv-

en results by K = 1 / ℓN1/2 was in the range K = 

1.01–2.19 tex1/2mm–1. �us, Fletcher and Rob-

erts investigated knitted fabrics from a compact 

to open structure. From their results, it is evi-

dent that the knitted fabric with a higher value 

of the linear loop module, i.e. more open struc-

ture, exhibits higher relaxation shrinkage a?er 

�ve laundering cycles. �e total surface shrink-

age increases with the decrease in the ratio be-

tween the vertical and horizontal density, i.e. 

constant K4.

Hurley [9] studied the dimensional stability 

of single we? knitted fabrics made from yarns 

spun from di!erent types of polyacrylonitrile �-

bres. �e investigated fabrics were knitted with 

two couliering depths. �ey were greige or a?er-

treated, and dry or wet relaxed in various proc-

esses, respectively. In his experimental work, 

Hurley analysed the knitted structure by meas-

uring the horizontal and vertical density, and 

calculating the loop shape factor, i.e. Munden 

constant K4 [9]. From the research results, it can 

be seen that in most cases, K4 for the dry and 

wet relaxed polyacrylonitrile single we? knitted 

fabric di!ers signi�cantly from the theoretical 

value K4 = 1.3 [5]. �e most evident deviation 

of the measured values from the theoretical val-

ues of K4 can be seen with the a?er -treated wet 
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and dry relaxed knitted fabrics where the loop 

shape factor was K4 < 1.0 in all cases but one. 

With heat-setting of knitted fabric dimensions, 

the deviation of the K4 values a?er the dry and 

wet relaxation decreases. �e equilibrium loop 

shape is the function of thermal history of the 

polyacrylonitrile knitted fabric.

In their further investigations of dimensional 

stability of polyacrylonitrile fabrics made from 

voluminous yarns, Hurley and Duby [10] es-

tablished that the equilibrium value of the loop 

shape factor K4 = 1.3 [5] can only be attained in 

the case of the structure knitted with the small-

est couliering depth, i.e. in the case of the most 

vertically compact structure.

Knapton et al [11] investigated woollen single 

we? knitted fabrics made from yarns of vari-

ous linear densities and knitted with various 

loop lengths, i.e. knitted fabrics with various 

cover factors. �ey found out that for the knit-

ted fabrics in a fully relaxed state, the Munden 

constant is K1 = 23.1 ±1.0. �e loop shape fac-

tor is independent of the cover factor. In a fully 

relaxed state, it is a constant:  K4 = 1.30 ±0.05. 

With the loop length increase, the thickness of 

the dry and wet relaxed knitted fabric decreas-

es. �e thickness of the fully relaxed knitted fab-

ric depends on yarn thickness and is independ-

ent of the loop length. �e constant K5 can be 

de�ned as that it indicates the fabric thick-

ness dpl dependence on the yarn thickness dpr. It 

holds that dpl = dpr · K5 , where K5 values are in 

the range of K5 = 4.8–6.8.

In their mechanical loop model, which pre-

sumes that yarn is incompressible and that 

there is no friction within the loop, Hepworth 

and Leaf [12, 13] de�ned that the knitted struc-

ture is lengthwise compact if the length loop 

module is δ < 32.

Shanahan and Postle [14] theoretically ana-

lysed the origin of the compact knitted struc-

ture. In an open structure, the yarns join only 

at interlacing points, while in compact struc-

tures, they also join at other points. �e knit-

ted fabric is compact when the minimum dis-

tance between the axes of the interlacing yarns 

is smaller than the yarn diameter (yarn thick-

ness), which means that the yarn is com-

pressed. In their analysis, Shanahan and Pos-

tle [14] distinguished between a width- and 
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Textile Research Journal
 

Textile Research Journal

Journal of the Textile Institute

Teorii perelpletenii i analiz trikotaža

Journal of the 
Textile Institute

-

Textile Research Journal, 

-

Textile Research Journal

lengthwise compact knitted structure. �e 

widthwise compactness occurs when the sink-

er or the needle arcs of the two adjacent loops 

of the same knitting course are in contact. �e 

lengthwise compactness occurs when the needle 

arc of one knitting course and the sinker arcs of 

the next knitting course are in contact. By the-

oretical analysis, Shanahan and Postle [14] es-

tablished that the knitted structure is width-

wise normal or open if the linear loop module 

is 17 < δ < 21. �e widthwise compact struc-

ture occurs at the value δ < 16. �e limit value 

of the linear loop module by which the length-

wise compactness of the structure occurs de-

pends on the interlacing angle ε de�ned by the 

mechanical loop model [15]. �e lengthwise 

compactness occurs with the value of the linear 

loop module δ < 16.4 if sinε = 0.055, and with 

the value of the linear loop module δ < 18.4 if 

sinε = 0.050.

Lasić and Vrljičak and Srdjak [16] investigated 

the impact of the yarn structure and the knit-

ting process parameters on the structural pa-

rameters of knitted fabrics. �ey examined cot-

ton and polyacrylonitrile knitted fabrics made 

from yarns of various linear densities and knit-

ted with the same couliering depth. �e results 

of the research indicated that the density coef-

�cient of the examined knitted fabrics was C = 

0.677–1.07. �e linear loop module for the ex-

amined knitted fabrics was δ = 14.9–30.8 while 

the area loop module was δ
p = 0.79–1.58 and 

the volume loop module was δv = 3.43–5.11. 

�e width interlacing factor was vs = 3.67–

4.55 and the ratio between the knitted fabric 

thickness and yarn thickness was dpl / dpr = K5 

= 2.33–3.78. �e structure of the samples ex-

hibiting the area loop module δp < 1 was very 

compact.

Srdjak and Čuk [17] de�ned the openness and 

compactness of the knitted structure by its po-

rosity. �eir de�nition is two-step: apart from 

the knitted structure porosity it also considers 

the porosity of the yarn and �bres. �e prima-

ry porosity of the knitted structure is de�ned by 

the size of the interspace in the set of loops con-

nected by interlacing. �e secondary porosity of 

the knitted structure is de�ned by the porosi-

ty of the raw material from which the knitted 

structure is made. It is in|uenced by the struc-
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ture and smoothness of the yarn surface. �e 

size of interspaces within the yarn depends on 

the yarn linear density, yarn thickness and yarn 

twist.

In their experimental work, Srdjak and Čuk 

[17] established that the porosity of the knitted 

structure is signi�cantly dependent on the hori-

zontal and vertical density of the knitted struc-

ture. �e increased couliering depth increases 

the structure porosity. With the same coulier-

ing depth, various yarn thicknesses signi�cant-

ly in|uence the structure porosity. �e horizon-

tal and vertical density of the knitted structure 

increase with relaxation, which leads to a de-

crease in the structure porosity.

Bešker and Srdjak and Vrljičak [18] studied 

the dependence of structural parameters of the 

single we? knitted structure on the loop length 

and their in|uence on performance properties 

of knitted fabrics. In their research, they com-

pared the theoretically calculated and experi-

mentally measured values of the loop and knit-

ted structural parameters. �ey established that 

the production of the knitted fabric with the de-

sired structure and properties on any knitting 

machine is a very complex process. �e results 

of their experimental work show that the coul-

iering depth does not signi�cantly in|uence the 

horizontal density of the structure. With the 

couliering depth decrease, the loop length de-

creases, the vertical density of the structure in-

creases, the density coe&cient decreases and the 

knitted fabric mass per unit area increases. 

Lasić [19] investigated the interdependence of 

the structural parameters of double we? knitted 

fabrics, i.e. fabric thickness, horizontal and ver-

tical density, density coe&cient, mass per unit 

area, linear loop module, area lop module, vol-

ume loop module and cover factor. He estab-

lished that the structural parameters of knitted 

fabrics and loop modules depend on the cover 

factor.

Quayanor and Takahashi and Nakajima [20] 

studied structural parameters, surface fric-

tion and the roughness of the silk, cotton and 

polyester single we? knitted structure, knitted 

in two di!erent densities. �e cover factor of 

the investigated samples was K = 0.996–1.606 

tex1/2mm–1, and according to the horizontal and 

vertical density, the density coe&cient of the in-
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vestigated structure was C = 0.47–0.67. �e re-

sults of the investigation showed that a?er ten 

cycles of laundering, the silk knitted fabric with 

the smallest cover factor exhibited the biggest 

lengthwise shrinkage. �e polyester knitted fab-

ric exhibited a negative shrinkage.

4 Conclusions

On the basis of the studies of theoretical geo-

metrical loop models and the experimental re-

search of real knitted fabrics, various authors 

have de�ned similar values of knitted structure 

parameters describing compactness/porosity of 

the knitted structure.

Mainly the woollen, acrylic and cotton, as well 

as silk, viscose and polyester knitted fabrics 

have been investigated. During the last decades, 

elasticised knitted structures with interlaced 

(plated) elastane threads have been investigat-

ed extensively.

�e compactness/porosity of the knitted struc-

ture was most frequently evaluated on the basis 

of the length module, Munden constants, loop 

shape factor or density coe&cient respectively, 

and cover factor value. Rarely, it was evaluat-

ed on the basis of the surface and volume loop 

module values. �ere is no trace in the scientif-

ic literature of the horizontal and the vertical 

compactness of the real fabric evaluation on the 

basis of the width and height loop module, and 

the width and length interlacing factor. 


